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Union accuses the Chancellor’s Office
of unfair labor practice in pay scheme

President Carter will be in San Jose tomorrow.

Carter set to convene
with local politicians
President Carter will make a short campaign stop in San Jose tomorrow
morning. The visit is designed primarily to bolster Carter support in the Bay
Area, where Republican presidential candidate Ronald Reagan is expected
to win.
Air Force One from Los Angeles is sciieduled to touch down at San Jose
Municipal Airport at 9:15 a.m. at Gate 22. It will be a closed arrival, meaning
the press only will be allowed in the area.
Carter will then leave at 9:30 a.m. and proceed to San Jose City Hall
where he will meet with Mayor Janet Gray Hayes and Bay Area
congressmen. He will also meet with local conservation officials and discuss
ways to improve the environment.
At approximately 10:05, the president will go into the courtyard directly
behind the mayor’s office and review the conservation displays.
After discussing and reviewing the displays with the mayor, Carter will
proceed outside City Hall to speak to the crowd for five minutes and shake
hands. The speech will take place at about 10:30.
After the speech, the president will head back to San Jose Airport, where
he will fly to Portland, Ore., and Tacoma, Wash., to continue his campaign
swing.

by Tom Mays
The Congress of Faculty
Associations I CFA 1, has filed an
unfair labor practice charge against
the California State Universities and
Colleges ( CSUC) system Chancellor’s Office for proposing a new
CSUC faculty pay scheme without
consulting the statewide Academic
Senate or employee organizations.
The plan, which was proposed
on Sept. 10, was developed in secret,
according to CFA president Bill
Crist, professor of labor economics
at California State University,
Stanisla us.
Because of the secrecy, the CFA
union charged that it was denied the
rights guaranteed under the Higher
Education Employer -Employee
Relations Act.
The unfair practice charge
states that prior consultation with
the academic senate and/or employee organizations on such
matters "has been the consistent
past practice of the CSUC since its
inception."
Robert Kyndell, acting vice
chancellor of CSUC, said that the
Academic Senate was consulted on
the new proposal last week.
"This new plan allows the
faculty in each rank to go as much as
15 percent higher in pay than they
would have in the top of the present
system," he said.
"This would allow us a more
flexible salary schedule," he said.
"Because of the difficulty in
finding qualified faculty, and to
comr,ete
with
other
school
systems," he said, "we realized that
we needed a revision of the present
salary schedule."
Dr. Robert Kully, chairman of
the statewide Academic Senate, said
that this prorosal would "entail
massive damage and pose serious
threats to education."
He added that the Academic
Senate was never informed officially
and that the entire group first heard
of the proposal last week.
"Anything like this takes a
considerable amount of time to

sit
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Wiggsey Sivertsen, local chapter president of the United
Professors of California, discusses proposed salary scheme.
discuss," he said.
The Academic Senate, a body of

A.S. business manager questioned
on authority to give clerical pay hikes
by Stephen D. Stroth
A non-budgeted salary increase for the two
members of the Associated Students clerical
staff has sparked some question as to the
authority of the A.S. business manager, according to A.S. board member and former A.S.
president Nancy McFadden.
The A.S. Business Office and the A.S.
clerical personnel were budgeted for a 7 percent
salary increase for this year.
During the summer, the California state
employees were granted a 9.75 percent salary
increase by the State Legislature.
According to McFadden, A.S. Business
Office Manager Jean Lenart "had the flexibility
of reserve funds" to cover the expense of the
Business Office staff’s salary increase but not
that of the members of the A.S. clerical staff A.S. secretary Carol Whaley and Programs
Board secretary Kuni Capps.
Lenart compensated for the increase for the
employees in her own office by using money
from a non-reverting fund of the A.S. business
office, according to A.S. Controller Tom Fil.

However, Lenart, using a stipulation of Title
V of the California Education Code, granted an
increase of the clerical staff salary that was
"comparable" to that of state employees performing the same function.
However, because the funds do not exist in
the A.S. budget for this year, Lenart will be
asking for $990 in compensatory funds from the
special allocations committee of the A.S. board
on Monday for the 2.75 percent, unbudgeted
increase in clerical salaries.
"My concern is not the salary increase,"
McFadden said, "but the process."
McFadden said that she felt any decision
involving the adjustment of salaries should be
the decision of the AS. board of directors and not
the business manager.
"Jean is our ( the board of directors employee," McFadden said. "I think that it’s an
assumption that the employer make those
decisions.
"It’s almost a budget amendment," McFadden said of the I,enart-approved salary in-

1.

crease. "The board h2s to approve budget
amendments,"
"It is a budget amendment," said Fil,
"there’s no doubt about it.
"She went beyond her authority in granting
the salary increase without the approval of the
board," he said.
Fil said that the issue is a question of "who’s
boss," which is very important for the newly
formed A.S. board.
"Who is in atthority is very important in the
successful operation of this ( A.S. office," Fil
said.
McFadden said that she was content to let
the issue pass without further argument. But,
she said, next year she will ask for a stipulation
in the budget that all salary incivases should be
made by the board alone.
"The basic question here," she said, -is the
line of authority. I think the board has to realize
that she (Lenart) is still an employee of the
organization."
-continued on page 3

faculty members from the 19-cam pus CSUC which recommends policy

to the CSUC board of trustees,
passed a resolution this week instructing senate Chairman Bob
Kully to request that the trustees
return the proposed pay scheme to
the chancellor.
The chancellor would then be
instructed to consult the statewide
Academic Senate, the local
academic senates of the CSUC
campuses and appropriate faculty
representatives regarding the need
for such a proposal, according to
Ken
Simms,
administrative
assistant to the statewide Academic
Senate.
The new pay scheme has been
added as an information item to the
agenda of the Sept. 23-24 board of
trustees meeting.
The United Professors of
California ( UPC) does not plan to
file unfair labor practice charges at
this time.
After a recent faculty affairs
committee meeting, UPC President
Warren Kessler informed committee members that UPC would not
file charges unless the proposal is
adopted by the trustees.
But CFA’s Crist said it would be
a mistake to wait until the board
moves on the issue.
The present pay schedule in the
CSUC system is based on a step
advance system, according to Crist.
Within each faculty rank
( lecturer, assistant professor, full
professor), there is a five-step advance system whereby faculty
members move up in rank and pay.
The new pay schedule proposal
would triple the number of existing
steps, Crist said.
Therefore, each instructor
would now have to move up 15 steps
in order to obtain the same rank and
pay rate provided by the present
five-step system.
The new proposal would also
decrease the salary differential - in
this case, a yearly facuity pay increase - from 5 percent to 2.5 percent, according to Crist.
Another provision of the
-continued on back page

Downtown area focus
of committee’s review
by Mary Washburn
SJSU President Gail Fullerton,
political science Professor Terry
Christensen and Housing Director
Cordell Koland have been named to
the Downtown Working Review
Committee organized this summer
by Mayor Janet Gray Hayes and
Assistant City Manager Frank
Taylor.
The 38-member committee,
comprised of business and community leaders appointed by the
mayor, has been asked to provide a
master plan for further development
and restoration in the downtown
core area.
The committee was divided into
five sub-committees ( social issues,
housing, historic preservation and
zoning, economic feasiblility and the
San Antonio and Convention Center
projects, and parking and transportation) to which the members
were assigned.
According to Chairman Frank
Fiscalini, chairman of the East Side

Union High School District board of
trustees, the committee is "not
really at this point defining the
limits of the study downtown."
However,
according
to
Christensen, the committee has
generally adopted the city Planning
Department’s definition of the
downtown core for the focus of its
study.
The Planning Department
defines the downtown as being
bordered by Guadalupe Parkway on
the west, Fourth Street on the east,
Julian Street on the north and Interstate Highway 280 on the south.
Christensen acknowledged,
though, that the sub-committees will
try to integrate their proposals for
the downtown with its surroundings.
Koland said there was a ’strong
understanding" among the members of his sub-committee that the
university was a part of the downtown.
-continued on page 3

Separate smoking sections initiative gets campus boost
by Anne Papineau
Members of the SJSU "Students for Smoking and No
Smoking Sections (Yes on Prop. 10)," want to "clear the
air" concerning this November’s ballot initiative.
Prop. 10 is a revised version of the separate smoking
sections initiative, Prop. 5, that was rejected by 54 percent
of California voters in 1978,
If passed, Prop. 10 calls for posting of signs to
designate smoking and non-smoking sections in enclosed
public places, schools, stores, restaurants, employment
and health facilities.
Under Prop. 10, the state Department of Health
Services would hold hearings and receive testimony to
determine specifically which public places would have
-anoking and non-smoking sections.
Unlike 1978’s Prop. 5, Prop. 10 does not require that
partitions be installed to separate smokers and nonsmokers in public places. Instead, the initiative requires
only the pasting of signs to indicate the different areas.
Spearheading the SJSU "Yes on 10" drive is Mike
Stubblefield, a computer science graduate student.
Stubblefield, a former cigarette smoker, collected
signatures localiy last spring to put Prop. 10 on the June
ballot.
Stubblefield was joined at the organizational meeting
Thursday by Michael Eller, a business major and Jim
Fredrickson, a political science major.
"Our main Issue," Stubblefield said, "is how harmful
smoke is to the lungs of non-smokers. Before ( Prop. 10), it

was a matter of the tobacco industry calling smoke an
irritant - like somebody picking his nose in public or not
brushing his tea th."
Stubblefield cited reports of studies issued by the
American Lung Association proving that "second-hand
smoke" is harmful even to the non-smokers exposed to it.
Stubblefield also pointed to a report published in the
March 27 issue of the New England Journal of Medicine.
The report concluded, "Chronic exposure to tobacco
smoke in the work environment is deleterious to the ,tonsmoker and significantly reduces small-airways function."
"And insurance-wise, we all pay to subsidize the
voluntary disease of smokers," Stubblefield said.
According to pro-Prop. 10 literature, the initiative is
endorsed by such organizations as the California divisions
of the Cancer Society, Heart, Lung and Medical
associations, and the Sierra Club.
If supported by California voters in November, the
initiative would make smoking in a posted lio-smoking
area punishable by a $15 fine issued via a traffic tickettype citation.
In ballot arguments, opponents of Prop. 10 claim that
other health services would have to be reduced to enforce
it, that hidden administrative costs will make it expensive
and that the taxpayers will give up control of smoking
regulations to political appointees and bureaucrats.
-continued on back page
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Bookstore ’cubbyholes’ attractive to thieves
by Jim Wolfe
Staff Writer

The Spartan Bookstore’s policy
of not allowing students to carry
books into the store is worthwhile.
However, the "cubbyhole" storage
space supplied by the store for
students to use is undesirable
because students might get ripped
off.
I speak from exerience and,
although I got my folder back,

something should be done, now.
I was in a hurry and instead of
checking my books in, I laid them on
the top of the "cubbyholes" by the
candy shop in the bookstore. When I
returned, my folder was gone.
When I went over and told an
employee at customer service what
happened, she said that I should
check with lost and found. She also
said that the bookstore is not
responsible for any articles left in

the "cubbyholes."
According to Ron Duval,
general manager of the Spartan
Bookstore,"People do get burned.
There is no way that we can efficiently watch them."
The large number of customers
entering the store 15,000 each of
the first few days of the semester
and the 2,000 and 3,000 on a slow day
problem imcomplicate the
mensely, Duval said.

Society must learn survival;
too dependent on technology
by Michelle Waugh

Staff Writer

We live in a society of high
technology. Our modern conveniences are so numerous that we
probably overlook them as nothing
but a natural occurrance.
A person wakes up in the
morning by the sound of an electric
alarm clock. After washing up,
using water that somehow came out
of a metal fixture, he pulls out a box
of small flakes and a carton of white
liquid that he is fairly sure came
from corn and a cow on some nearby
farm.
Are most urbanized people
aware of how their modern conveniences, appliances, or supermarket foods came into existence?
And more importantly, could we
survive without them?
Earth Abides, a science-fiction
novel by George Stewart, describes
a realistic breakdown of modern
society after a massive plague kills
most of the world’s people.
Without people to Maintain
water and electric systems, to
produce and bring foods to super-

markets, and to provide all the
goods and services that we now take
for granted, the people eventually
reverted to an almost primitive
hunting society in order to survive.
The city dwellers, who make up
the majority of the nation’s
population, are detached from their
means of survival without even
realizing it.
When we go into a grocery or
department store to make a purchase, we usually don’t think about
where or how the good was made.
All we are concerned about is that
the item is there, we want or need it,
and we have the money to pay for it.
By repeated conditioning, we
are born and raised to live only
under the advanced, affluent society
of today.
With the specialization of trades
and occupations in the job market, it
is unlikely that many people in the
modern world would have the skills
to survive without a system that
provided all and more than or needs.
In Earth Abides, many of those
who survived the plague perished by
"secondary kill." They died because

Students have been given much
information about alternatives to
the cubbyholes. However, they still
are being used. On any given day,
almost all the cubbyholes are filled
and the student who uses the risky
storage area is taking the chance his
possessions may be stolen.

their classes or selling their books
back to the bookstore.
Frank
to
According
Crawley,book clerk at Robert’s
Bookstore in San Jose, they will buy
back books all year without the
customer having a receipt, but at 10
10 15 percent -if the original price.

According to an employee of the
Spartan Bookstore, who wished to
remain anonymous, the cubbyholes
are a popular spot for thieves to
operate. He said that after they rip
off the books, they can get a partial
refund from most San Jose
bookstores without a receipt.

the students at SJSU are given
plenty of information about the
availability of coin-operated lockers
in the Student Union, Cawley said.
Every student is given a slip of
paper with the location of the
lockers, upon entry into the Spartan
Bookstore.

The source said the worst times
are the first two weeks and last two
weeks of the semester when students
are either buying more books for

Cawley said it is the responsibility of the student to go either to
the Spartan Bookstore or to Robert’s
Bookstore and report all thefts. It is

only with the cooperatuon of the
student that anything can be done to
try to stop the problem, he added.
Robert’s Bookstore has a form
that includes information about the
stolen item and the person it was
stolen from.
If someone tries to sell a stolen
item to Robert’s Bookstore, the
clerk will say,"I understand that
this book has been stolen." Usually,
the person turns and walks away,
according to Cawley.
There have only been three
callers from SJSU about stolen
books this semester, Cawley said.
I think the Spartan Bookstore
should mot’: coin -operated lockers
close to the bookstore and that the
cubbyholes should be removed
permanently from the store, now.

they could not live without
civilization.
Food supply would be one of the
biggest problems if our modern way
of life was destroyed.
Could we provide for our own
needs without the help of Alpha Beta
and Safeway? Living in the city all
my life, I know I wouldn’t know a
string bean from a strawberry if it
wasn’t picked and put in a grocery
bin.
Food, appliances and other
technological miracles come to us so
easily we seem to accept them
without even wondering how they
were produced.
I think classes should be taught
in both college and high school that
explain the basics of raising food,
providing shelter and clothing and
other survival needs.
We should have general classes
on the public utility system and the
invention of modern products.
These subjects should be part of
general education and should be
emphasized as much as English and
history are in the system today.
I think it’s time we knew a little
more about the way we live.

Daily Policy
The policy of the Spartan Daily
regarding letters and material
submitted from individuals or organizations outside of the Spartan
Daily staff is as follows:
Letters
Letters should be submitted at
the Daily Office (JC 208) between 9
a.m. and 5 p.m. weekdays, or by
mail to the Opinion Page, do the
Spartan Daily, San Jose State University, 125 S. Seventh St., San
Jose, CA 95192.
All letters must include the writer’s signature, major, class standing, address and telephone number. Only the name, major and
class standing will be printed.

The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit the number of letters
on a given topic after a sufficient
amount of comment has appeared.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to edit for length.

ganization and will appear with a
byline attributing the article accordingly.
The Daily encourages reader
comments regarding editorials,
opinions and news stories.

Opinion
The intent of the Spartan Daily
Opinion Page is to present a variety of viewpoints on issues affecting the university community.
Comments, columns and editorials will discuss local, state, national and international affairs.
Editorials reflect the position of
the Daily. Opinion columns express the views of the writer or or-

Releases
Releases should be submitted as
early as possible to the City Editor
at the Spartan Daily Office or by
mail. The sooner the release is received, the better coverage the topic may receive.
All releases should include a
telephone number that can be called in case further information is
needed.

__letters
Carter’s plan
is ’dangerous
Editor:
I disagree with the opinion of
Holly Allen’s column in Tuesday’s
paper.
President
Carter’s
"revitalization" plan is the
dangerous program, not Ronald
Reagan’s program. The president’s
program is to increase spending and
raise taxes. The president can
balance the budget, but will raise
taxes to do so. That is not the purpose of a balanced budget.

I believe the best way to stop
unemployment and inflation is
through the free enterprise,
capitalist system. This system must
produce to survive. Across-theboard tax cuts for the public and
business sector will increase
production and employment. Inflation will also go down because of
the abundance of the same products
on the market.
Carter wants government to
stop inflation and unemployment.
Reagan wants business, with the
incentive of less regulation and less
taxes, to stop inflation and unem-

ployment.
I urge everyone to register and
vote on November 9. The issue is the
economy, not personalities.
Carter and a Democratic
majority in the 97th Congress will
raise taxes and soon the public will
have to pay four months of their
annual salary to the government in
taxes.
Carter favors a 10 percent
federal sales tax, added to the
already existing state sales tax. In
California, that would be a 16.5
percent sales tax.
If the Democrats continue to
control the White House and
Congress, the public will be
strangled to death by red tape and
taxes. Wake up America, before it’s
too late.
Paul Mezzetta
Engineering, sophomore

Information
on films omitted
Editor:
I appreciate your running an
article in the Spartan Daily a few
days ago, which told of the classic
film series that can be seen this fall
in Morris Dailey Auditorium on
alternate Monday nights.
But your article omitted some
information which I should like, with
this letter, to supply. For one thing,
you did not mention that the
Associated Students Program Board
was sponsoring this series jointly
with the Department of English.
Another thing, you did not mention
which classic films were going to be
shown, or on what dates there would
be screenings. "The Killers" was
shown on Sept. 15; "The Man Who
Would Be King" will be shown on
Sept. 29; "Of Mice and Men" will be
screened Oct. 13 (and so forth
1

expect the A.S. Program Board to
advertise future screenings as they
come up).
The next film to be shown, "The
Man Who Would Be King," is parAll
ticularly worth seeing.
screenings begin at 8 p.m. Admission is always free.
Dennis Chaldecott
Professor of English

Save education,
cut military
Editor:
lam a single mother of a child in
a downtown school. My son, Max,
was to begin first grade at Lowell
Elementary School, where many
SJSU students send their children.
Max’s excellent, bilingual teacher is
on strike, as are the vast majority of
teachers in the San Jose Unified
School District. He is angry, I am
angry and we want Mrs. Quejada
back in the classroom.
I was one of the emotional,
frustrated parents that attended the
Thursday school board meeting and
demanded that negotiations begin
again in good faith between the
teachers and the board. The board
says that it is a question of the
teacher’s wages versus the
education of our kids. State Sen.
O’Keefe, Republican, of the H.L.
Richardson mold, presented a
statement saying it was busing in
L.A. (integration) versus wages.
Bcth suggest a no-win solution.
The parents and children of
Lowell want decent wages for our
teachers, equal quality of education
for downtown schools (equal to
Willow Glen), bilingual education
and respectable funding for all
public education.
The board says the district

doesn’t have the money. The state
legislators say the state doesn’t have
it. And Congress doesn’t give a
damn as it cuts health, education
and welfare budgets while, on the
other hand, the House just passed
8157 billion in defense appropriations, rejected a proposal to
hold up spending on the MX missile,
and the Senate voted to resume
nerve gas production. Note that the
combined arsenals of the United
States and the Soviet Union amount
to a total firepower 2 million times
greater than all the weapons used in
World War II.
What are our elected
representatives doing? We don’t
need apologies for the lousy funding
of schools, which is due to regressive
taxation. Nor do we need an erosion
of reforms already won for equal
education and quality education.
The crisis in public education is not
just local, it is a national problem
requiring a national solution: Cut
the military budget and save the
schools.
Teresa Lender
Undeclared, graduate

’America for
Americans’
Editor:
I have enjoyed and learned a
great deal during the last few weeks,
reading the respective banterings on
the American-Iranian predicament.
It seems that the staunchly
nationalistic views, shall we say, of
both the Iranian and the American
that exists in the higher governmental positions, pervades San Jose
State as well. I believe this feeling is
all good and well, but I also think it is
time to air some glaring facts that
both sides acknowledge, yet seem to

disregard.
It has been over 25 years since
the shah gained power in Iran. The
men responsible for this transaction
have long since retired or passed
away. We, as the young adults of the
’80s, cannot be held responsible for
an incident which we weren’t even
yet born to see.
It was aptly stated that the
revolution in Iran, right or wrong,
was procured by the Iranian people
and that it is up to Iran, and only
Iran, to decide its destiny. This is an
undeniable right which must be
allowed to Iran. The right to independence is fundamental. If this is
what the Iranians demand, it is time
to fulfill their wishes an Iran for
Iranians.
If this is to be the case, the
United States must indeed stop
interfering in Iran’s internal affairs.
This, of course, must be applied in
all situations, in both countries.
Trade, which has decreased
monumentally, need not occur at all.
We have survived without Iran’s
precious commodity oil and Iran
has survived without our imports. If
Iran wants her independence from
the United States, it is only fair that
America gains independence from
Iran.
If this fairness is to prevail
equally on both sides, Americans
should show the same "hospitality"
toward the Iranians in the United
States as is being shown the
hostages scattered about Iran.
Iranian assets frozen in the United
States should be released, claimed
by their owners, and taken back
home so they will no longer interfere
in American internal affairs. It is
time that the United States demand
an equitable share of this problem
an America for Americans.
Robin Procunier
Journalism, sophomore
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A.S. bike shop closed
until manager hired

ntemships offered

3tudents learn abroad
Holly Allen
Students who want to
an intership abroad may
! interested to hear about
ISEC. AISEC is a French
cronym for The In;rnational Association of
tudents in Economics and
usiness Management.
AISEC is an internaonal, student-managed
..vanization with a
ational office in New York
nd an international office
1 Brussels, Belgium. On
1alifornia campuses, there
re nine different AISEC
rganizations.
Peter Lee, president of
JSU ’ s
AISEC
rganization, said that not
inly business majors are
elcome, but anyone inerested.
"The service that we
re offering the student is a
hence to develop themIves personally in terms
f management skills,
mItural awareness and a
hence to learn more about
themselves in terms of
hat their potentials are,"
Lee said.
Once an AISEC
member decides where he
wants an internship, he
submits an application.
These applications are
reviewed annually at the
spring time international
convention. Next spring the
convention will be held in
Copenhagan.
While the students are
aptheir
submitting
plications,
AISEC

organizations and employers all over the world
are working together to
create jobs for these
students. Then the students
are matched up according
to the employers’ needs.
Last year, six SJSU
students were matched up
with jobs abroad.

students to choose third
world cou dries for their
internships, such as those
in Latin America, Asia and
Africa. There are many
opportunities in these
countries, Lee said, but
more students tend to
request internships in
European countries.

Last year the national
AISEC raised over 400 jobs
for foreign students and
placed about no students
in foreign coi:ntries, according to Lee.

"Basically, AISEC is
like running a small
business," Lee said. "Each
officer is like a manager of
a department. I want them
to learn how to utilize the
things they learn in class.
These are the managerial
techniques that can be used
here and in the business
world."

SJSU’s AISEC chapter
has 27 core contacts in the
Valley
Clara
Santa
business community. Some
major companies include
Hewlett-Packard, Fairchild, Bank of America and
National Semiconductor.
According to Lee,
AISEC works directly with
the decision-makers in
creating jobs for foreign
students. They do not deal
personnel
the
with
departments.
AISEC receives these
contacts through their
board of advisers. The
board of advisers includes
SJSU faculty and members
from the business community.
AISEC, which was
founded in 1948 by students
from seven European
countries, now operates in
56 different countries.
Presently,

it

is

urging

In searchig for a
business organization to
supplement his education,
Lee round AISEC to have
the most purpose of all the
business organizations.
"Their purpose is not a
social function," Lee said.
Lee just returned from
a National Leadership
Seminar in New York. The
one-week seminar dealt
with AISEC structure,
duties and responsibilities.
In fall and spring there are
regional seminars that any
AISEC member may attend.
Anyone interested in
joining AISEC may contact
Peter Lee in Business
Classrooms, room 304.

Committee to determine
which buildings will stay
-continued from page I
Fullerton is chairwoman of the parking and
transportation sub-committee. Christensen is a
member of the historic
preservation and zoning
sub -committee, and
Koland was named to the
housing sub-committee.
Altiough his group has
;-iiet only once, Koland said
the consensus was that
unless the city takes care of
the "social problems" in
the downtown, housing will
not improve.
named
Koland
prostitution and pornographic movie theaters
as two social problems
from which the downtown
suffers.
Christensen said his
sub-committee’s first task
will be to decide whether it
should try to save only the
remarkable
"few

buildings" or all of what is
left.
Whether
or not
buildings will be destroyed
will also depend on their
"strategic ’location for
some other kind of
development," he said.
Christensen said he
would like to see all
buildings that are structurally "sound enough" be
restored, including most of
First Street, from Interstate Highway 2:10 to
City Hall.
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BEING
THERE

I can read.
cant write..
C hainC

Christensen said it is
too early to tell if the
committee will be just a
"rubber stamp" of the
planning department’s
ideas or an "assertive
committee."
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The Wednesday Cinema
THIS WED.
7 & 10 P.M.
$1.50
Morris Dailey Auditorium
Funded by

the board of directors on
Wednesday.
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Health Center pharmacist, Bob Ryan, fills an
order.

Modernization
of health center
begins Sept. 29
by Mark Corsi
Remodeling of the SJSU Health Building, located
at the corner of Ninth and San Carlos streets, will begin
Sept. 29, according to Raymond Miller, director of
student health services.
"We’re going to have a much more modern
facility," Miller said. "But we’re still going to be
working in our same cramped spaces," he added.
Including a new 660,000 X-ray machine, the total
cost of the interior face-lift will be nearly 6300,000.
Construction will take four to six months, according to J. Handel Evans, associate executive vice
president.
Planned for expansion are the pharmacy and lab.
Ar: automatic sliding glass door will be installed at the
ouilding’s entrance to allow handicapped accessibility; the first and second floors will be carpeted toabsorb e.cess noise; and a vacuum tube
system will be installed to send files and lab results
quickly between floors.
Miller said lab service will not be offered on
Thursday and Friday of this week while the lab is
moved from its present location to another room in the
building.
Because the center will remain open during the
entire renovation, Evans said the work will take longer
than similar projects.
"Renovations always take longer when people
remain in the building," Evans said. "It’s more difficult for the construction workers to move around."
The expansion "couldn’t have come at a worse
time," according to Miller. He said the center
currently takes care of 200 students a day and the
construction will probably be a hinderance.
"We’re going to try to continue a complete health
service," Miller said, but warned, "There’s going to be
slot of noise and dust."
Miller is especially pleased with the future
radiology facilities.
"Our present X-ray is stationary," Miller said.
"The new one will allow pictures from many different
directions."
According to Miller, the new X-ray machine has
already been purchased and will be installed over the
semester break if construction stays on schedule.
Miller said the whirlpool used for physical therapy
will be shut down. Treatments will continue, however,
in the men’s and women’s athletic departments.
The planned expansion of the pharmacy will increase its cunent size by six times, Miller said.
Despite the expansion of the pharmacy and lab,
Miller said the Health Center will actually lose some of
its space because one classroom and a conference
room will be lost to accommodate the expansion.

RECYCLE YOUR
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When you trade-in your men’s
40K gold high school ring for
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America’s newest fine
jeweler’s alloy

by Nancy Young
The
Associated
Shop,
Bike
Students
located on the upper level
in the Student Union, has
temporarily
closed
because of management
problems and the need to
find a new location in the
Student Union.
"Our problem is
getting someone who can
repair bicycles, manage
budgets, do invoices and
manage employees," said
A.S. President Michael
Medina.
Advertisements for the
position have been placed
on billboards on campus.
However, the A.S. has
received no response.
In the past, the A.S.
paid mechanics a salary
slightly above minimum
wage. The A.S. recently
raised the pay to $3.90 to
$4.35 an hour ( depending on
experience) in an effort to
employ an experienced
manager for the bike shop.
"If someone experienced in bike repair
and business operations
applied, the A.S. would
probably pay more than
$4.35 an hour," Medina
said. "The salary paid
reflects the quality of the
operator."
Success of the bike
shop is also hindered by the
location. Students must
take an elevator to the
upper level, walk through
the Student Union with
their bicycles and search
for the shop, which is
between the
lodged
Pacheco Room and A.S.
Council Chambers.
"It’s not in a good
spot," Medina said. "Many
people do not even know
it’s there.
"One student came out
of an elevator with his bike
and a police officer stopped
him," he added. "He asked
the student where he was
going with his bike in the
Student Union. The officer
didn’t even know there was
a bike shop in the Student
Union. That’s how obscure
the area is that the shop is
located in."
The A.S. is considering
relocating the shop in the
lower level where Earth
Toys is presently located.
"The move would
make the shop more accessible for students with
bikes," Medina said.
"There is an entrance
through the S.U. Arnphitheater."
Other problems have
existed with local bicycle
parts distributors. The A.S.

bike shop generally has
lower prices than bille
repair shops within a 10mile radius of the campus
and offers one-day service,
Medina said.
According to Medina,
the competitive pricing
caused local distributors to
boycott selling parts to the
Bike Shop.
The A.S. plans to reopen the shop when
management problems
cease. Reassessment will
be made in November. If
the shop folds, there are
two possibilities.
The first option would
be to have John Cognetta,
coordinator of Leisure
3crvices and previous
manager of Earth Toys,
run the bike shop.
Another possibility,
according to Medina, is to
let the Student Union
purchase the shop.
"If the shop isn’t doing
well in November, the S.U.
Board of Governors would
seriously look at the
possibilities of taking it
over," said Ron Barrett,
S.U. director.
According to Barrett, if
the A.S. does not move the
shop to the Earth Toys
area, the S.0 Board of

Governors would propose
relocating the shop in that
area and expanding it.
-We would probably
use the S.U. Amphitheater
to display mopeds, bicycles
and skateboards," Barrett
said. "There are many
options a va ila ble."
According to Barrett,
even though the bike shop
is run by the A.S., the Student Union received numerous complaints from students about the shop’s
hours.
"It does not make the
Student Union look good,"
he added. "If they get
someone who can manage
the shop well, that’s fine.
That is really all the
Student Union wants."
The A.S. Bike Shop,
previously named Le Velo,
opened in May 1974. According to a 1974 Spartan
Daily article, students at
SJSU exprossed interest in
a bike repair shop in 1971.
Parts were purchased at
that time, but no location
for the shop could be found
and the plan was abandoned.
The project was then
taken up by a consumer
switchboard class which
secured the present
location.

ATTENTION ECONOMICS MAJORS
The Economics Department has these
departmental committee openings:
Undergraduate Studies Committee
Graduate Studies Committee
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Department of Economics
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It will then be up to the
council to implement any
or all of the proposals.

Pay hike dispute

-continued from page I
"I don’t think it’s a
power play on Jean’s
part," Fil said. "I think she
just forgot (that the approval of the increase lies
with the board)."
"This is no reflection
on Jean," McFadden said.
"She is a very good
Serving the Sail Jose State
business manager. But, we
University Community
don’t want to get into a
Shier 1934
UCPS 50,411111
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expressed in the paper are not
Lenart’s expertise in acnecessarily those of the Department of Journalism and Mass
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However, "Ultimately,
or faculty organization. Subthe board is accountable,"
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The report of the
committee will
be
delivered to the City
Council in about a year,
according to Fiscalini.
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FLUTE AND GUITAR
APPEARING

Free Concert Recital and Master
Class on Friday, September 26.
Concert begins at 11:00 a.m. in
Student Union Ballroom.
Master Class begins at 12:30 in
Music Bldg., Room 211
Public Concert Saturday, Sept. 27 in
Morris Doiley Auditorium at 8 p.m.
For ticket info., coil 277-2807
FUNDED BY
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
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Earthquakes embarrassed in soccer classic

Left: Spartans Simon Chafer (top) and Mark Tomlin (bottom) get into a colli
sion with San Jose Earthquake forward Billy Sautter in the Quakes 5-3 win
Saturday night at Spartan Stadium. Top: On a try out with the Quakes, forward Hadje Rahimipour connected for San Jose’s final goal Saturday night
with just 39 seconds remaining in the match.
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ABALONE
ALLIANCE

- photo by Mark Schwab
by Joe Aseo
and Greg Miles
The SJSU soccer team
scored three goals to
overcome a 2-0 halftime
deficit, but the San Jose
Earthquakes scored two
goals in the final minutes
against inexperienced substitutes to beat the Spartans 5-3 in the final game of
the Spartan Soccer Classic
Saturday night at Spartan
Stadium.
University of San
Francisco beat Fullerton
State 3-0 in the first game.
The Spartans were
hungry as the team scored
three goals in five minutes
at the beginning of the
second half. Midfielder
Simon Chafer started the
scoring spree with a
dribble kick past Ear-

thquake goalkeeper Sean
Keohane, who was desperately drawn out of position,
with a pass from Sergio
Cardosa 53:00 into the
game.
Mike Hurst added a
goal to the tally with a
soaring line drive kick 20
yards out that landed in left
side of the net at 55:53,
tying the game at 2-2.
Hector Pizarro blasted
the third goal at point blank
range into the right side of
the net at 58:37, again with
Keohane hopelessly out of
position to stop the score.
The three SJSU scores
erased an early Earthquake lead as retired
midfielder Ilija Mitic
scored first at 31:38 with
a line drive kick past SJSU
goalkeeper Britt Irvine in

the right side of the goal.
Forward Easy Perez
followed with the second
Earthquake goal at 34:25
as he kicked a line drive
shot past Irvine into the
center Of the goal.
The action was hot and
heavy on the field as
Earthquakes Joe Silveira
and Mitic, and Spartan
Cordosa got yellow card
cautions for rough play.
SJSU soccer coach
Julie Menendez freely
substituted after the
Earthquakes scord their
third goal at 71:39 as Perez
hit a low header into the
center of the goal off a pass
by Sautter.
"I wanted the substitutes to get a chance to
play against the Earthquakes," Menendez said,

in explaining his move to
bring in fresh players when
the game was still in doubt.
The substitutes played
well aginst the Earthquakes by allowing only
two goals in the final 20
minutes. Defender Mike
Hunter kicked a line drive
into the net off a stop by
SJSU goalkeeper Ryan
Moore. With just 39 seconds
remaining in the game, forward Hadje Rahimipour
caught Moore out of the
goal and kicked the ball into the right side of the net.
USF showed why they
are ranked No. 2 in the
nation as they outpassed,
outshot, and outhustled
Fullerton in the opening
game Saturday, with two
goals in the first half, and a
third late in the second

half.
Luis Felipe led the
Dons in scoring as he
kicked a line drive with the
game only 4:28 old, and
followed with a second goal
that went through Titan
goalkeeper Kelly Dunn’s
hands into the center of the
net at 23:28.
Roar
Anderson
completed the Dons
scoring as he caught Dunn
napping and kicked the ball
into the left side of the net
at 87:25.
USF played precision
soccer throughout the first
half with crisp passing ari:’
dazzling dribbling by
Felipe and Bjorn Tronstad.
Roughness is also part
of the Dons’ repretoire as
USF committed 25 fouls
during the game. The
Titans were no angels
either as they committed 20
fouls.
USF humilated the
Earthquakes 2-0, and
Fullerton beat the hapless
Spartans by an identical 2-0
score in Friday night’s
action.
The Spartans played
poorly in the first half as
Fullerton scored its first
goal 9:57 into the game.

Bryan Haney took a corner
pass from Mike Fox, and
drove the ball into the right
side of the net.
With 12:01 remaining
in the first half, Fox scored
the second goal on a
rebound off a save by SJSU
goalkeeper Britt Irvine.
"Fullerton played a
possession type game to
kill the clock, which they
did very well," Spartan
coach Julie Menendez said.
The Spartans were
really hurt last in the
second half when Rick
Azofeifa missed a penalty
kick in which he got two
chances to convert. On
Azofeifa’s first attempt,
the shot hit the right side of
the goal post and bounced
back leaving a clear shot to
the goal. Azofeifa’s next
shot was poorly kicked and
saved by Dunn, killing the
Spartans’ hope of a score.
Execution was the
name of the second game,
as USF came out quickly to
score its first goal 4:53 into
the game against an embarrassed San Jose Earthquakes.
Forward Dag Olavsen
scored the quick goal with
a header past Keohane.

With 3:33 left in the
first half, USF scored its
second goal when Olavsen
took a pass from forward
Tronstad, and placed a shot
in the right corner of the
goal.
One of two exciting
plays the Earthquakes
produced came when Joe
Silveira took a long hard
shot at the goal, which went
wide to the right.
The second came when
Silveira’s brother, Gaspar
Silveira, on a try-out with
the Quakes, passed the ball
to Mitic who took a header
shot that was knocked over
the goal by Don goalie
Aram Kardzair.

The flashes of brilliance were in the
Lady Spartans last match of the tournament, against the nation’s top ranked
team, the University of Southern
California.
SJSU built up a commanding 12-5 lead
in the first game, before the team’s
inexperience showed by dropping the
game in overtime 17-15. USC kept up their
momentum winning the second game of
the best two-of-three series by a score of
15-4.
The situation was reversed for SJSU’s
opponent before the Trojans, the
Washington State Cougars. After the Lady

As expected with a team which has six
new starters from last year and not one
senior on the squad, the lack of experience
as compared with their opponents showed
in losing the close games.
"That’s what these tournaments are
for, to give us experience so that when the
league season starts we’ll be ready," Lady

Spartans coach Marti Brugler said.
"The reserves seemed to stand out
more than the starters," SJSU Women’s
Sports Information Director Steve Rutledge said.
Defensive specialist Becky McCarley
received praise from her coach for her
serving and passing.
Also shining coming off the bench
were Sandy Zobel and Sandy Price, according to Rutledge.
"Washington State played outstanding
against us in the first game," Brugler said.
"We played a lot better in the second

game, but we didn’t quite make it."
The Lady Spartans will get a week
break before hosting the San Jose State
Invitational on Friday and Saturday.
Among the teams that will be included
are the University of Pacific, the defending tournament champions, who ranked
third in the nation last season, No. 12
ranked Purdue, and a strong Tennessee
team.
The Lady Spartans may be able to
seek some revenge from UC-Irvine for
their loss Friday as they are in the same
bracket in this week’s tournament.
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Spartans dropped game one 15-3, they
came back strong in the second game before falling to the nation’s No. 6 ranked
squad 16-14.
Two disappointing losses, both of
which went three games, started out the
very long Friday for the Lady Spartans.
New Mexico State, first on the long
agenda, stopped SJSU 9-15, 16-14, 15-10.
Next came UC-Irvine and another heartbreaking loss by the scores of 6-15, 15-7, 15-

PRESENTS A

CREATIVE
NURSERY
SCHOOL

Volleyballers fall in San Diego tournament
The Lady Spartans Volleyball team
continued to show occasional flashes of
brilliance, but nevertheless came out of
Friday’s San Diego State Invitational
tournament without a victory.
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Something for the future’. Tomorrow’s happiness, success
and security can all begin with a visit to Career Exploration days. It’s
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level or major to meet and talk with informative representatives from
many different companies. Come and explore current and future
careers.

Fly Marine.
If you re in college now and want to fly we can get you
off the ground Our PLC Air Program guarantees flight
school after basic training If you qualify we can put you
in the air before college graduation with free civilian fly.
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We will be on the aeronautics campus Today
and Tomorrow from 10-2. Or call (408) 275-7445.
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Cyclones hand SJSU its first loss, 27-6
Iowa State heads Spartans off at the pass
by Jerry McDonald
AMES, Iowa -Led by a
hard-hitting defense that
turned two mistakes into
instant touchdowns, the
Iowa
State
Cyclones
handed the SJSU Spartans
a 27-6 loss here before
47,806 fans.
The loss makes the
Spartans’ record 2-1, while
Iowa State won its second
game in as many tries.
A key to the game for
the Cyclones was the
virtual shutdown they
imposed on the Spartans’
usually deadly passing
game.
The Cyclones actually
scored more points off the
SJSU passing game then
the Spartans did, getting an
early touchdown on an
interception return and
another on a blind side hit
on quarterback Steve
Clarkson as he was attempting to pass out of his
own end zone.
"We had an off-day
offensively, but I credit
Iowa State’s defense in
part," Spartan head coach
Jack Elway said. "They
played especially well."
Well enough to hold
Clarkson and the SJSU
passing game to just 16
completions in 55 attempts
for 167 yards. Clarkson
was intercepted three
times.
"I’m very proud of our
victory.
As they say,
defense wins games,’’
Cyclone head coach Donnie
Duncan said. "I was very
pleased about it."
Last week against
Washington
State,
Clarkson had a shaky first
half, but came out of it to
play flawlessly in the
second half. Against the
Cyclones, passing into a
stiff, hot wind, he never got
untracked.
"We just didn’t execute
as a team," Clarkson said.
-File wind wasn’t that
much of a problem, I just

Tracy Franz, set up
another Berg field goal.
The 29 yarder closed
the Spartans to 10-6. It was
as close as they would get.
Cyclone safety John
Arnaud set up another
Giffords field goal with 5:31
left in the third quarter
with an
interception
deflected off the hands of
Rick Parma. Giffords 24
yard field goal lengthened
the Iowa State lead to 13-6.
Both defenses continued to stymie the offenses and the score stayed
that way until there was
10:04 left in the fourth
quarter.
After a Rich Miller
punt pinned the Spartans
back on the five yard line,
Elway elected to gamble
and sent in a pass play.
photo by Sal Bomberger
Dropping back into his own
Spartan tailback Gerald Willhite (No. 47) was held to 67 yards on 1 5 carries end zone, Clarkson was
in Saturday’s 27-6 loss to Iowa State. Willhite is shown here trying to elude blindsided by defensive end
Shamus McDonough and
Santa Clara linebacker Dave Ramona.
fumbled.
didn’t execute.
first quarter, the Spartan from the opposite side of
It was jumped on by
"I was hurrying my defense put up another the field from where the Cal Jacobs for a touchdown
throwing, hoping to get an heroic effort, with a goal play had taken place ruled that made the score 20-6
advantage
on
their line stand that stopped the that the Cyclones had and crushed the Spartans.
defense," a disappointed powerful Crutchfield in his called time out and
"That was my fault. I
Clarkson said.
"I was tracks on a fourth and goal restored one second to the
called the play," Elway
hoping we could run the from the one.
clock.
said.
ball more than we did."
Giffords
"I tried to get the ball
That
was
all
The Spartans scored
Clarkson’s problems their first points of the needed to kick a field goal out in one play, a feast or
famine play. It was a
started on the Spartans’ game with 5:03 left in the to make the score 10-3.
On the Spartans’ first bootleg, but they got good
first possession.
After first half on a 50 yard field
picking up a first down, the goal by Mike Berg with the possession in the second pressure from behind, and
half, Clarkson’s longest darn it, he (Clarkson)
Spartans tried a swing pass wind at his back.
intended for Gerald
It was the longest field completion of the day, a 27 doesn’t have eyes in the
Willhite, but Cyclone goal of Berg’s career, and yard pass to tight end back of his head."
linebacker Mike Carlson also probably the lowest, a
stepped in front of the pass low line drive that barely
and ran untouched into the cleared the line and
somehow sailed over the
end zone from 25 yards out.
The Cyclones, behind crossbar.
After Berg’s field goal,
the power running of 235pound tailback Dwayne the Cyclones drove to the
Crutchfield
then Spartan four yard line, and
threatened to score again, on a pass from John Quinn
but the Spartan defense to Rocky Gillis, Gillis failed
Service and Repair on
to get out of bounds and the
held on the eight yard line.
Imports and Compacts
Alex Giffords then clock ran out. Or so it
missed a chip-shot 28 yard seemed.
ring 280-0844
field goal with the wind at
With the Spartans
18 S. 8th St.. San Jose, CA 95112
his back.
already headed for the
Nearing the end of the locker room, a referee

With 9:30 remaining in
the game, the Cyclones
finally scored the only offensive touchdown of the
game on a 50 yard trap play
with Crutchfield doing the
running to put the icing on
the cake.
The lone bright spot for
the Spartans was the play
of their defense. Overworked because of the
inability of the offense to
control the ball and drained
because of temperatures
that reached a humid 90plus degrees on the Astroturf surface, they nonetheless played spirited ball.
"I was very pleased
with our defense. It’s a
shame because the final
score does not show the
closeness of the two
teams," Elway said.

said. "The play selection
wasn’t good today and that
is my fault."

"I didn’t have a good
day as a coach. I take the
blame for some of it," he
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classifieds
cooperate in a work study program
Call Mrs. Green at 296 739S or Mrs

Announcements

Automotive

We/mans! 563-7042.

Baseball

cards,

year-

books and world series programs,
statues,
sports
autographs,

1967 VW Fastback. Runs well. Best
offer/call 99114143S afternoons and

memorabilia. OUICK CASH. SoDr.

evenings.

to

children/adults. 53.35 per hour to
start. Training provided. Flexible
hours. Over IS. Also hiring Spanish
bilingual.

Call

rrrrrr tni

disabled
LOST: 3 Journalism rrrrr on 9/9 in
JC 234. If found, please call 656-1409
or contact Journalism Office.

FOR SALE: ’71 Audi 100LS. AT, AC,
Rebuilt. 11,100 or best

3011 or 944-2229.

offer. Call 20747110.

DRIVER/WAREHOUSEMAN. 14.50

Personals

AM/FM.
STUDENT Dental Plan. Take care
Of your I 9sith and save money, too.
Enroll no ’Ii

per hour, 4 hours daily or several
days per week. Steady. Heavy meat
boxes. Good driving record. For an

Information at A.S.

Office, or call 371-6011.

For Sale

NEED FURNITURE?
Call fort Furniture Rental

interview, call Mr. Otto at 791-4900.

CAMPUS MINISTRY WORSHIP:
Protestant, 5 p.m. Sundays, Roman
Sundays
nd
p.m.
Ctholic,
a
Episcopal, 11:30 p.m. first and third
Sundays at the Campus Christian

B EER MAKING - In out 3 weeks
you will be drinking import type
beer for half the price of Coors. We
will insure your success, Kit 529.95.
BMA 201-8147.

Center, 300S 10th Street.
HI SKI FANSI
Memberships are still available for

restaurants and pubs of Germany
for many a traveller van now be
yours. Great for parties and prac

this year Stop by the Ski Club table
next to the Student Union. Non.
students are wlcome. Chet ready tor

tire! around the home. I for Sill
(includes tax and shipprng) Send
cash or check to: German Imports,

the Barnyard Blast on Sept. 27. For
more Information, call Sandy at 379
4237, Melee al 1611-01143 or Dan at

940117,

Student

trumpet

and

mental hygiene cies, notes. Also.
Call 333 11170
P EER KI

Inc., P.O

A VERY good possibility to make
S40,000 or more a year on apart time
basis with good opportunities. Call

Box 1294, Sunnyvale. CA

OWN/Ions. For more into call 279.

I

WOULD like to find a

FOR SALE
Tape recorder, 6E,
compact. Great far Wing lectures $40. Also Will Durants 10001 "Story
of Civilization." Mint cond. Sit

a

politically

woman

liberal

whose lifestyle reflects the mocx1 01
34,
the ’70s.
Inmate is white,
be
financially secure and will
tel

HELP SELF

HYLAND PLASMA CENTER

?rrrr Ave.. SJ 36443111. Sun. mm.
e inand 10:40. Sun school eft

HS. ALMADEN AVE
CALL 291-6030 FOR

BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD PLASMA

OFFICIAL Ponce Whistles MOO/.
JUST A
NOT A SOLUTION
START. Being sold outside the SJSU
B ookstore by the Public Relation
Student Society of America
In-

tensive

Journal Method. To be
conducted Oct. 10.11 at Campus
Christian Center. Call 200-0404 for
more defethl.
B ACKPACKING: Sierra Club is
hosting
weekend backpack trip to
Yosemite on Sept 27 and 21. For
into attend our meeting on Sept 13
at

7

pm

the

S U
Room All are welcome

Costnoan

INTERNS/VOLUNTEERS ter cam.
Siding and support services. Child
Abuse Treatment P
cIl Dian* Oen at 399-3475.

TIME
COLLEGE STUDENTS
venIngs

mondy-Friday

Are YOU ready?
The CHIO’s are

Fresh

paint, new drapes.
burnished .1420 month plus deposit
Neer SJSU. Adult", Call 2117-7590.

Geed

area

Wasik ,vs

Services
LOOKING

for

photographer?

a
Your

wedding
wedding

studious
ROOM FOR RENT to
In
term le student. Nice house
Milpitas. 5170 per month, tneluding

I WOULD like to find a trustworthy
woman companion to share My
cerebral palsied
apartment I a

3492. Ask ter Janet.

call John at 44e-2348.

man with a voice defect. Free rent.

THE

FOG

HORN

Ily understood For the

and trill

ideal for Couples. Sell new product
wheels at Ilea markets, lairs. No
Own
investment/gimmicks,
boss/good money. 297-3144

and up. I will train you.

Burns OW 7131
ASSI
WAREHOUSE
Russell’s Furniture. 10 to 30 hours
nor wen, days, evenings and
. Call Mr. Ted at 143-3344.
Trimble
or apply In person at 1.lM
Road at First Street, San Jon.

WAITRESS: Part or full time, Will
wear k ’mono as Uri ifOrM . Knowledge
of Japanese and Japanese food
destrable but not required Apply in
person, ones,, at Komatsu Japanese
Cuisine, 935 Central Ave
Factory Center), Campbell

(at

the

Francisco. Transportation provided

OFFICE

any

business

feeler.

We

will

sow with
WATCH your
dynamic study Ina, an exciting new
approach to studying that shows you
to concntrate, organize material

PROCESS

r

.

Over IS. own

Car, U.S. tiftlen. Several Gelatines Pay is Weer servielll and up. I will
train yosi. Per Into., call 579,:911.

Experienced and last. Reasonable
rates. Call 309-11674.

tyros

TYPING’ Experienced SeC’Y
, fast, high
all, low cost,
quality. Pam, 247-2601, oyes.

3193

Advertise
in the
Spartan
Daily
Classifieds

EXECUTIVE’S

r 1210114A

TYPING: ACCURAC Y. NEATNESS
GUARANDEADLINES
AND
masters, reports,
TEED. E se
Appmoned by
di rrrrr ations
SJSU Grad. Olfice. IBM Sol, I. Call
Janet at 227.9525.
ALL TYPING - past, rrrrrrr tonal,
Theses and term
Reports,
specialty.
a
papers
manuals, resumes, Its,
E astride* Ansa 3594083

They get
results

EASYTYPS TYPING SERVICE.
Reports, theses, tierm papers. Fast
andaccarale. Call 5494413.
TYPIST

High

quality

work.
Papers
returned
quickly.
Will
type
anything
Selectric II Call Connie at 294 3607

Print Your Ad Hero:
(Count epproximetely 301.1,0,5 al spaces to, each linel

m

HOUSE for rent: 4 berm., 2 be.,
car Blossom Hill area. 81751m0., Or
SI 50/room,Mo plus deplete Cell 7343727 days. or 9971309 eves.

Stereo

remember more effeetvelv.
Send $4.35 to Dynamic Studying. 13
Cumberland St San Francisco, CA
and

Print ,,em.
Address

94110.
Clas

EncloNd II

City

ENTERTAINMENT FOR WOMEN,
Male cake popper for your next

SES HAS IT!
The widest selection Of the highest
fidelity at the lowest prices We are

bridal shower or bechelorette party

rrrrr ing out our filth year as SJSU’s

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO.
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State Unit/wad,/
San Jose, California 95192

AUDIO

241 0344

CII Rick
CAMPUS

EARN
MONEY:
Free
teeth
cloning and grays If you qualify.
Patients needed for Dental Hygiene
79
in San
Sept
Boards given
Cali 151-2544.

Russell’s
ASSISTANT:
Pernlivre. Santa Clara or San Jose
1E100 and TrIMBle). te to la has
day’, evenings end
week
per
weekends Excellent experience for

Hve
MOVING AND HAULING
large truck available for all sorts of
CII Ray at 2911 6917

TYPING: Theses, term papers, etc.

utilities and phone. Call 243.0230,

finest award winning photography,

54/per

$4 S7 per hour. Guaranteed salary
and bonus For interview, call Mr.

to
449 S.

RESTAURANT, 5th and Taylor. Me

tips

THE

EXPERIENCED

photographs by John Eric Paulson
are expressions of love soil, elegant

PROFESSIONAL work done! I can
type anything! Call Sylvia at 797-

distance

2674717.

for interview.

theses. etc.
Santa Clara

accurate sei. II.

SJSU. Good student rental
14110 St. Call George at 2661342 or

Sales
necessary, We train ... Call 0660250

Research,

mire,

SAN JOSE, CA

Theses,
etc.
IBM

Correcting II. Call Cynthia at 347$433 (Santa Clara). or Mary at 9415.
2201 (Mt. View).

and

(turn

basement

Earn %ISO to 5300

r. week, toes, and Saturday
not
but
helpful,
ability

TYPING

ASSI

ASK.
Nicely

FOR SALE: Super 3 bdrm.. I -I/2 be.
Fireplace. 1.700 square feet, partial
Reduced $/0,000 to sell

Derby Days are coming!

and

Telephone
mornings.
Saturday
Easy way to earn full-time
said
Ives earn
money Most rep

Oa.

C05430, San Quentin, CA 94974.

PROCESS SERVERS Over it Own
car, U.S
Sev. openings. Call
279 2911. II 12 daily for info. Pay is

INFO OR APPOINTMENT

2

to talk to people, have car and valid

Good

DIAL A SPIRITUAL THOUGHT
Church et the Chimes.
Reformed Church of America. 140

Preget f’s

berm.,

Call 201-0251 alter 3

269-5171.

Ira

2

PUS. No pets. 295.7e3S.

WANTED
Smart young college students who
can only work part.time, but need

’pot,

Call
APARTMENT FOR RENT
Furnished

Write to Richard Mandell, P.O. BOA

IT MAKES SENSE

of

Housing

intro will be vichanged with same.

daers license. Call Waage

deadlines thiaranteed. IBM Corr.
Sel. II, So Si/Blossom Hill area.
Call Kathie at 571312161ra 1 a m. to

SERVICES
TYPING:
791N. SEVENTH ST.

n3
2

r’GNIPYT

PROFESSION
,
prolects,

TYPING: One letter to large mall
lists, reports, manuals or resumes.
Duality work at reasonable price/.

Is considering Bay

Area roots. Serving short sentence
for insurance fraud. Picture and

20 years ciperience. All
neatness,
Accuracy,

area. Call Cynthia at 247-11433.

fit your class schedule. Must be sbl

WAITRESSES, cocktail wa
busboys; Businessman’s
bar and restaurant near school

Help Wanted

INMATE at San Quentin wishes to
relationship
meaningful
develop

357-4355
TYPING
formats

UNIVERSITY PROFESSIONAL

BEST MACHINE
B EST TYPIST
66 N. 3RD., No.

IBM Self -Correcting Ii

woman

Of
Two Bedroom apartment
white) 5300-335. Also studio ifuin or
u nfurls) S220-24S. All close to cam

full time income

336-1011.

WORKSHOP

Dons

companion to shard my apartment. I
am a handicapped man with a voice

released in

WANTED: Part-time help. Sal 15 hr.
and car allowance. Daytime hrs. to

per 23

WEDDING Photography in price
range you can afford. 0100 and up.
Per beautiful pictures Call James at

05.00 dual
Daniel at 293-4157

2911,

with

2911 23o$ after 5 p.m
COLORFUL COASTERS
Imported from Germany. What was
the
Irom
item
collectors
a

9,111097.

paign. Contact Scott at 7274178.

taught. 01.00
(hourly). Call

ground,

defect. Call 29’330I after S p.m.
PART-TIME POSITIONS *pen nOw.
Phone survey for political cam-

964-0433
4995 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Santa Clara, CA 15050

B EST PRICES

Typing

and primary

someone owe you money who
won’t pay? You could use the small
claims courts Attilla the Hun will
serve year papers and answer your

Community

the

Association for the Retarded at SW

Lapin, Bus. Tower 703, or call 137.
0191.

’,ruction in new ico. 1146 Lincoln
Ave. Call 21166111 or 991-2416.
LEARN TO FLY

COMPANIONS
WANTED:

Lost and Found

Roan

complete

consumer
electronic’
buying service with 2S0 brands of

CHRISTIAN

Catholic

and

CENTER
Protestant

ministries

audio, video, lpsi and accessons.
For quotes. .forrnation, or sound

offer religious
services, study groups, social events

advice, call 211-1150, Monday thru
Thursday. 9 /urn

to 3 p

and counseling 200$ 10th St

and Saturday. 10

m. to la p.m. Ask

campus

phone

791 0204 Fr Dan Derry. Sr .10an
Padella, Ms Lynda DeMariti, Rev
Nor h
Firnhaber,
Rey
Pilfer

for Ken

Koopman

AK 01
Tripui

School of Salle, Arts
belief In.
It, oction for all ages and Nyels.
Pe. sone tired
and
detailed
in.

. Friday

Deadline
tape
head

cast Ile

135C72513
warranty left

tome
Pad 5400 must sell In,
Don alit? (377

5200

Call

wo days prior to publican

Co...huhun publication 55105 only
No refunds floc/in/1,11Pd efts

Septenity, 22
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CHUCK BECKUM

LIF
BUT I’M

Im SORRY , If YOu
wANT

SEWAiD5

YOU

HAVE TO 60 70 TNE
END OF THE LINE I

A GRWING

FOOTBALL PLAYER
WHO’S IN A

Anti -Prop 10 fight expected
paid almost $2 a vote to
defeat Prop. 5 that year.
group,
10
An anti-Prop.
The final voter breakdown
Against in the 1978 election showed
Californians
Excess 3,688,369
Californians
Regulatory
(CARE), with offices in against Prop. 5, and
Santa Ana, has printed a 3,083,732 in support of it.
said
leaflet depicting a police
Stubblefield
officer, his ticket book held Thursday that the tobacco
open toward the reader.
industry’s multi -million
the dollar advertising camto
According
December 1978 California paign to defeat Prop. 5 in
monthly 1978 squelched the $650,000
a
Journal,
the campaign mounted by
report,
political
American tobacco industry those in favor of the
-continued from page

HURRY

3 NEED A LOT ef F0001

1

anti -smoker,"
being
Stubblefield said. "It will
also be for the smoker’s
benefit. He can sit down in
the smoker’s section and
enjoy his smoke without
being bothered by people
who are nauseated by it,"
Stubblefield said.
Eller added, "I always
said if it’s so expensive to
put up no-smoking signs make it all no-smoking
areas and put up smoking
signs in special areas."

initiative.
"The tobacco industry
is predicted to spend $12
million to fight Prop. 10 this
year," Stubblefield said.
"There are many voters
who receive all their information from TV. If 90
percent of what viewers
see on an issue is a very
unbalanced view, they
don’t get all the facts."
"We don’t want the
proposition portrayed as

Faculty union files charges
Frank Deale

Easy Street
WAY iN BAcic.
PAST TNE filAyotpaisE.

re.ESiDE THE icE COLD
LCAN OF COCA cOLA...

[iS AN OLD, BUT STILL
oF
BUBBLY, BOTTLE
soDA mixER.

0

sj. _.UB

.

,
es- /
11

1114 ,
lb

41%41

_

.41/4f

fill

-continued from page 1

proposal would add six
higher salary steps to be
granted to individuals at
the discretion of campus
presidents, according to
Crist.
He said that this provision would be the "beginning of a spoils system" on
each campus president
wouid have in determining
salaries.
Wiggsey Sivertsen,
UPC local chapter president and an SJSU counselor, said that the quality of

education would be diminished significantly if this
proposal is passed by the
board.
-There is no way we
I faculty) can tolerate this
type of thing," she said.
"This academic people just
don’t need to be kicked
around like this anymore."
In 1972, the CSUC
Chancelor’s Office brought
up a similar proposal to the
board, according to
Silvertsen.
4,5

L E

.spartaguide
Intercultural
The
Steering Committee is
accepting applications
from groups who want to
participate in their semiannual, international food
bazaar. Pick up applications at the International Center, 360 S.
11th St., or at the meeting
Monday at 5 in the S.U.
Council Chambers. For
information, call Muriel or
Ray at 277-3690 or 279-4575.
The Sierra Club is
meeting at 7 p.m. Tuesday
in the S.U. Costanoan
Room to discuss a backpacking trip to Yosemite on
the weekend of Sept. 27.
Newcomers welcome.
The Student Nurse’s
Association is meeting at 10
a.m. today. All welcome.
For information, call
Sandy at 267-7958.
The library staff offers
daily tours of their facility
at 10:30 a.m., 1:30 and 2:30
p.m. Those interested
should meet on the first
floor of the library.
Employers will be
visiting the campus to
interview December 1980
and May and summer 1981
graduates. Complete information is available at
Career Planning and
Placement, Building Q,
next to the Business Tower.
A class in "Behavior
Modification to Change
Eating Habits" begins
tomorrow. The class is

offered Tuesday from 4 to 5
p.m. in Health Building 405,
and Wednesday from 9:30
to 10:30 a.m. in Health
Building 206. All interested
students are welcome. For
more information, call the
Student Health Center at
277-2222.
The Society Of Latinos
in Engineering and Science
will meet tomorrow at
12:30 in Engineering
Building, room 207. For
more information, call
Vince Contreras at the
MESA office.
Faculty-Staff Chess
Players: Want to join a
che Ii-ider? If so, call S.
the English
Department, 277-3363.
SJSU Army ROTC rifle
team invites anyone interested to join their fire
team. Cadets and those’
interested can drop by
Tuesday
and
every
Thursday between 8 a.m.
and 4 p.m. in the
Hall
MacQuarrie
basement.
For
information, call Sgt. Major
Medrano at 277-2985.
Career Planning and
Placement will hold an
interview
preparation
seminar on Wednesday at
10:30 a.m. in the S.U.
Costanoan Room. A video
tape and discussion on how
to interview effectively will
be the program. For information, call 277-2272.
Career Planning and

Placement will be holding
a job hunting techniques
workshop on Tuesday at 11
a.m, in the S.U. Costanoan
Room. There will be tips on
how to find out about jobs
and resources that are
available. For more information, call Cheryl
Allmen at 277-2272.
Career Planning and
Placement will be holding
Career Exploration Days
on Tuesday and Wednesday from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. in the S.U. Ballroom.
There will be more than 75
employers present to
provide information about
their organization to unand
dergraduates
graduating seniors. For
more information, call
Cheryl Allmen at 277-2272.
Campus Crusade
Christian orvanization is
holding a Bible Study
tomorrow at 7:15 p.m. in
the S.U. Council Chambers.
For information, call
Karen Winn at 277-8823.
Counseling

Services

will hold a stress reduction
meeting every Wednesday
from 3:30 to 4:20 p.m. in the
Administration Building,
room 223. For information,
M.
Ray
Dr.
call
Schumacher at 277-2966.
The Society of Women
Engineers is holding a
meeting Wednesday from
12:30 to 1:30 p.m. in the
Building
Engineering
room 336. For information
call Joyce Lin at 297-5128.
The Pan-African
Student Union is requesting
all campus organizations to
participate in organizing
an anti-draft rally today at
7:30 p.m. in the S.U.
Montalvo Room. For in
formation, call Hanaya at
294-0286 or Andy at 2939617.

56ROCE,5

corridor of Building N. For
information, call Mime
Marie Contrell at 629-7953.

Phi
Delta
Tau
scholastic
honorary
fraternity and publishers of
the Tower List are holding
an informal meeting for
interested men and women
with a GPA over 3.20 and 30
completed serneseter units.
The meeting will be
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. in the
Tower Hall. For information, call Connie S.
Magana at 279-9035 or 2887848.

proposal will be introduced
as an information item at
this
month’s
board
meeting, and is scheduled
as an action item for the
November meeting, according to Chuck Davis,
public affairs officer for
the CSUC.
A hearing concerning
the charges will be conducted by the Public
Employment Relations
Board Oct. 22 in Los
Angeles.
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Le Cercle Francais will
be holding a meeting
Thursday at 4:30 p.m. at
Building N, room 7A at
Seventh and San Carlos
streets. See the French
bulletin board for boothduty sign-up sheet in the

Recycle Bookstore
We’ve Moved

Buy, Sell and Trade
Specialists in
.
Science Fiction
Hardbacks
Paperbacks
138 E. SANTA CLARA STREET
SAN JOSE
286-6275

slightly damaged

44( & 77(

Sept. 22 - 26

SURE

( if#

SALE’
ART BOARD
Standard sizes
Odd sizes
Assorted colors

The UPC, together
with Assemblyman Willie
Brown (D-17th District),
took the issue through
legislative procedures and
defeated the action, she
said.
Curt Stafford, CFA
local chapter president and
SJSU professor of secondary education, endorses
the actions of Crist and the
move by the CFA to file the
charges.
The new pay scheme

41.
1’Spostan
Book/tom
San Jose State University
’SERVICE IS OUR MAJOR’

Rewards. Respect. Growth.
Sound Management.
Credibility. Direction.
Without a doubt, you’ve heard these
words plenty of times Some people call
them ’ buzz" words because they’re
supposed to draw your attention
At Signencs. we do more than simply
attract you with impressive sounding words
We make them come to life
Were setting the pace for the ’80s in the
semiconductor industry
And we offer college graduates
challenging career opportunities in a variety
of exciting areas, including all phases of
engineering product, design: process, test,
reltabilayquality assurance, and failure
analysis

We’re seeking individuals with a bachelor’s.
master’s or PhD degree in electrical,
mechanical or chemical engineering, material
science, computer science, physics,
metallurgy, electronics or industrial
technology.
While TOSE of our openings are of a
technical nature, we encourage you to
contact us about non technical opportunities
which exist from time to time in Finance,
Sales. Administration, Personnel. Material
Control, Marketing. Production, and other
Support Functions

Where you start your career is extra
ordinarily important Your first job -and
what you do with it -will shape your future
for years to come Take time to review the
Signettcs Recruitment Binder which you will
find in your Placement Center You’ll learn

about our opportunities in California, Utah
and New Mexico Or, write to Signetics
College Relations, Opportunity 0,80. 811
East Argues Avenue Sunnyvale, CA 94086
We are an equal opportunity employer
Permanent residency visa preferred

Illl t iC S
a subsidiary aU.S. PttE8p, Corporatoon

